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Hinton uld Seinowdri. 1983). T h w fragments constitute a
pro-:
WWI b the whok 8tNCtun from which they probably
The network computes a "goad solution" to the problem by

-.

updating !he staka d units that represent possible other
pubd the structure until the network eventually wtttea into a stable
d.ts d activity that repfesenta the solution.
gmeral Idea d using parallel networks to perform relaxation
m h e ~
that dmultaneoudy satisfy mulliple constrainla b
m a l n g . it might even provide a successar to telephone
t~xohangus,hdognma or communitks d agents a8 a mrtaphor for
tho dyk of computation in cerebral cortex. But mme tough
technical questiuns haw to be answerd before Ulls style of
computation can be accepted as either efficient or plausible:
1. W i l the network settle down or will it oscillate or wander

aim2 What does the network compute by settling down? We
need some charactwization of the computation that the
networlc p e r f o m olhw than the network imlf. ldeally
we would like to be able to say what ought to be
computed (Marr, 1982) and then to show that a network
can be made to compute it

3 How bng d m the network take to settle on a solution?
If thousands of iterations are required the method
become8 implausible as a modd of how the cortex
solve8 constraint-sstbfactionproblems.
4. How much informationdoes each unit need to convey to

its neighbors? In many relaxation schemes the units
communicate accurate real values to one another on
each iteration. Again this is implaus~blelfthe units are
intended to be like cortical neurons which communicate
using all-or-nonespikes. To send a real-value, accurate
to within 5%, using firing rates requires at least 100ms
which is about the time allowed lor the whole iterative
procesato 8etMdown.
5.How are the weights that encode the knowledge
acquired? For low4evel vision il is possible for a
programmer to decide on the weights, and evolution
might do the same for the earliest stages of biological
visual s~strmrs. But if the some kind of constraint.
satisfaction searches are to be used lor higher level
functions like shape recognition or content-addressable
memory, there must be some learning procedure that
automatically encodes properties of the domain into the
weights

This paper b mainly concerned with the last of these questions. but
the learning procedure we shall present was an unexpected
consequence of Our attempts to answer the othe! questions, so we
shall start with them.

Optimization and weak constraints
One way of ensuring that a relaxation search is computing
wmething sensible (and will eventually settle down) is to show that it

is solving an optimization problem by progresshrely reducing b,,
value of a coat function. Each pojslbb stele of activity of (h,
nelwork ha8 an associated coat, and the rule uwd for u ~ a t i n g
activity levels is chosen so that this coat keeps falling. The cost
funct!on must be chosen so that low+coststates represent good
solutio~
to problems in the domain.
Many opllmlzatlon problem8 can be cast in s kamework known
linear programming. There are some variables which take on teal
values end there are linear equality and inequality constrainb
between variables. Each combination of values for the variables has
an associated cost which is simply the sum over all the variables d
the current valw Umea u cost.coeflicient. The aim is to find a
combination of values that satisfies all the constraint8 and minimizes
the cost function. If the variables are further constrained to take on
only the values 1 or 0 the problem is called zero-one programming.
Hinton (1977) ha8 drown that certain rsro.one programming
problems can k implemented es relaxation searches in paralld
networks: Thb allows networks to find good solution8 to problem in
which there are discrete hypotheses that are true or fabe. Even
though the allowable solutioru all essign values of 1 or 0 to the
hypotheses, the relaxation process works by passing through
intermediate state8 in which hypothesis units have real.valued
activity levels lying between 1 and 0. Each constraint is enforced by
a feedback loop that measure8 the amount by which the current
values violate the constraint and tries to alter the values of the
variables to reduce this violation.

Linear programming and its variants make a sharp distinction
between constraints (which must be satisfied) and costs. A solution
which achieves a very low cost by violating one or two of the
constraints is simply not allowed. in many domains, the distinction
between constraints and costs is not so clear.cut. In vision, for
example, it is usually helpful to use the constraint that neighboring
pieces of surface are at similar depths because surlaces are mostly
continuous and are rarely parallel to the line ol sight. But this is not
an absolute constraint. It doesn't apply at the edge of an object. So
a visual system needs to be able to~generateinterpretations that
violate this constraint il it can satisfy many other constraints by doing
so. Constraints like these have been called "weak" constraints
(Blake, 1983) and it is possible to lormulate optimization problems in
which all the constraints are weak and there ISno distinction
between constraints and costs. f he optimal solution is then the one
which minimizes the total constraint violation where dilferent
constraints are given different strengths depending on how reliable
they are.
Some relaxation schemes dispense with separate feedback loops for
the constraints and implement weak conslraints directly in the the
excitatory and inhibitory interactions between units. We would like
these networks to settle into states in which a few units are fully
active and the rest are inactive. Such states constitute clean
"digital" interpretations. To prevent the network from hedging its
bets by settling into a state where many units are slightly active, it is
usually necessary to use a strongly nonelineardecision rule, and this
also s w s convergence. However. the strong non-linearitiesthat
are needed to force the network to make a decision also cause it to
converge on dilferent states on dilferent occasions: Even WitR tH6
samo external inputs, the final state depends on the initial state of
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tho net. Thlr hm bd mury wopb (R&dd,
~ i m m eand
l tucker,
1We HopRdd, 1Q62) to msume that the parlkukr proMem to k
&al should k encoded by tho initial state d tho network rather
than by aclltrlmd o x t m r l input to m e d its unih.

Hummrl a d Zucku (1963) and Hoplkld (1982) haw drown that
scheme haw an aasodatod "potential" or cost
Cnctlon and Umt the atam to which tb network convafgaa are
kcd minima d thb function. lhb mane that the network8 arm
padomdng optlmiration d a w8ff- W i n d function. Unfortunrldy,
thrn &ano guarantee thal tha network wi# find the best minhum.
Ow posdbilily is to redefine the task as the problem of finding the
(oulminimum whkh ia clossrt to th.inHW ¶
ae!t.
This b umfu)iIth.
minima we used to reprewnt "Itcw" in a memory, (vld the initial
M e 8 afe fwfim to nwmory which nay contain misdng or
c#ronwtm infonnatlon. The nawodr dmpfy finds the minimum that
beat nts the query, This idea war ussd by HoplieM (1982) wtro
introduced an Interesting kind d network In which the units were
Ways in one of two stated. Hopf&ld w d the states 1 and -1
becaw his model was derived hom physical systems called apln
gla8eea in which spins are either "up" or "down". Provided tho
units haw thresholds, modeb that uss 1 end-1 can be translated
into models that uss 1 and 0 and have different thresholds. Hoplleld
showed that if the unib are symmetrically connected (i.e. the weight
from unit ito unit j exactly equals the weight from unit j to unit i) and
if they are updated one at a time, each upclato reduces (or at worst
does not increase) the value of a cost function which is analogous to
the energy d a physical system. Consequsntly, repeated iteration8
are guaranteed to lind an energy minimum. The global energy ol the
system isdefined as
~#m
nkwatkn

where w~ is the strength of connection (synaptic weight) from thejh
to the #h unit, q is the state of the ihunit (0 or I), and 8, b a
threshold.

The updating rule &a to switch each unlt into whichever of Q two
statea yiekla the l o w total energy dven the current states of the
othw units. Becauss the connections are symmetrical, the
d i f f m c e betwecm tho energy of the whole system with the kB
hypothesis fabe and Q energy with the kfi hypothesis true can be
determinedlocally by the kth unit, Md is just

Therefore, the rule for minimizing the enemy contributed by a unlt b
to adopt the true atate if its total input from the other units exceeds
i&threshold. This is the familiar rule lor binary threshold unita.

Using probabilistic decisions to escape from
local minima
At about the same time as Hopfieldshowed how parallel networks of
this kind could be used to access memories that w r e stored as local
minima, Scott Kirkpatrick working at IBM introduced an interesting
new search technique for solving hard optimization problems on
conventional computcm

One standard technique is to use gradient descent: The values of the
Wisblea in the problem are modified in whatever direction reduces
the cost function (energy). For hard problems. gradient descent get8
duck at local minima that are not glbbrUy optimal. This Is
InevitableMnlMquence of only allowing downhill moves. I1jump to
higher energy states occasionally occur, it is poMiMe to break out of
local minima. but it is not obvioua how the system will then behave
and it h far from clear when uphill steps should be allowed.
KirkpalrlCk, Watt and Vecchi (18133)~wed another phydcal analogy
10 guide the r#l.01occasional uphill deps. To find a very low energy
state 01 a metal, the beet strategy is to melt it and then to slowl~
reduce ils temperature. Thh process Is called annealing, and so
they named their search method "simulated annealing". One way Of
seeing why thermal noise is helpful is to condder the energy
Isndscape shown in figure 1. Let us suppose that a ball-bearing
starts at a randomly chosen point on the landscape. If iialways goes
downhill (and has no inertia), it wilt have an even chance ot ending
up at A or B because both mintma have the same width and so the
initial random point is equally likdy to Ib in dther minimum. If we
shake the whole syatem, we we more likdy to drake the ball-bearing
from A to B than vice wrsa because the energy barrier b lower lrom
the A dde. If the shaking is gentle, a transition from A to B will be
many times more probable than a transition lrom B to A, but both
transitions will be very rare. Su although gentle shaking will
ultimately lead to a very high probability of belng in A rather than B, it
will take a very long time before this happens. On the other hand, if
the shaking is violent, the ball-bearing will cross the barrier
frequently and so the ultimate probability ratio will be approached
rapidly, but this ratio will not be very good: With vident shaking it is
almost as easy to cross the barrier in the wrong direction (from B to
A) as in the right direction. A good compromise is to start by shaking
hard and gradually shake more and more gently. This ensures that
at some stage the noise level passes through the best possible
compromise between the absolute probability of a transition and the
ratio of the probabilities of good and bad transitions. It also means
that at the end, the ball-bearingstay8 right at the bottom of the
chosen minimum.

Flgure 1: A simple energy landscaps
This dew of why annealing helm b not the whole story. Figure 1 is
misleading because all the States have been lakl out in one
dimension. Complex systems have high.dimensional state spaces,
and so the barrier between two low-lyingstates is typically massively
degenerate: The number of ways of getting from one low-lyingstate
to another is an e~p0n0ntialfunction of the height of the barrier one
is witting to cross. This means that a rise in the level of thermal noise
opens up an enormous variety of paths for escaping from a local
minimum and even though each path by itsell is unlikely, it is highly
probable that the system will cross the barrier. We conjecture that
simulated annealing will only work well in domains where the energy
barriersaro highlydegenerate.

1BP
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Simulated annealing in parallel net8
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Thrn la 4 d m modifkationof H o p M ' s updalng rule lhat allom
purlkl netwwka to implement simulated annealing. If the energy
gap bawMn tho 1and 0 8talB of the klh unit b Ah'k then regardleas
d t h . m @ a b & $ k = l~ H h f l ~ b w i t y

wtnw T im 8 puamoter which acts Hke the temperature of a phrsical
ydrm. Thb loul deckion rule enrures that in thermal equilibrium
tho nlrthn probr#lity d two global states b determined solely by
W r e w g y diffemco, md fallow a Bolhmanndislrlbutim.

whm P, im ~h.
probabllfty d k i n g in the ah global state, and E, b
tho m u q y d Ihat e m .
At (OW ((MIpcnrtwes t h m b 8 strong Ma8 tn favor o l cdatm with low
dnw,but the time required to reach equilibrlum may be long. At
hfgher toinperaturea th. Mas is not rro favorable but equilibrium ia
reached faster. The fastest way to reach equilibrium at a given
temperature is generally to use simulated annealing: Start with a
higher temperature and gradually reduce it.
The idea of implementing constraints as intemctio~betwean
by Moussouris (1974)
stochesUc processing elements was pro&
who discussed the IdenHly between Boltzmann distributions and
Markov random Mlda The idea d using dmulated annealing to find
low energy states In paralbl networks has been investigated
independently by several different groups. Geman and Geman
(1884) astabllshed limik on the allowable stxed of the annealing
schedule and showed that simulated annealing can be very effective
for removing nobe from images. Smolensky (1983) has been
investigating a similar scheme called "harmony theory".

Pattern completion
One way of wing a parallel network is to treat it as a pattern
completion device. A subset of the units are "clamped" into their on
or off states and the weights in the network then complete the
pattern by determining the states of the remaining units. There are
strong limitations on Ule sets of Mnafy vectors that can be learned if
the network has one unit for each componsnt of the vector. These
limits can be transcended by using extra units whose states do not
correspond to componentsin the vectors to be learned. The weights
of connections to these extra units can be used to represent
complex interactions that cannot be expressed as pairwise
correlations between the components of the vectors. We call these
extra unils "hidden" units (by analogy with hidden Markov
processes) and we call the units that are wed to specify the patterns
to be learned the "vidble" units. The visible units are the interface
between the network and the environment lhat specifies vectom for
it to learn or asks it to complete a partial vector. The hidden units
are where the network can build iB own internal r6presentations.
Somotimea, we would fke to be eble to complete a pattern from any
sufficbntly large part of R without knowing in advance which part will
k gim8nd which part mu81be completed. Other timen we know in
paita will be given M input and which parts will have
d v u ~ c l which
s

to be completed aa output. Sb there are two different completion
paradigm. In the first, any of the vldble unita might be part 41 th.
required output. In the second there is a distinguished wbset of the
visible units, called the input units, which are always damped by the
environment, so Ule network never needs to determine the states of
them units.

Easy and hard learning
Cornidof 8 network which is allo~edto run frwly, using the
pobabllistic decision rule in Eq. 3, without having any of its units
damped by the environment. When the network reaches thermal
equilibrlum, the pobability of lindlng it in any pwtkular global &to
depcmds only on the energy of that state (Eq 4.). We can therefore
control the probabilitb of global statea by controlling their energies,

H each weight only contributed to the ener~yof a dngle global state,
Ulb woum k straightlornard, but changing a weight will actually
change thr mergies of many different states so HI8 not immediatety
obvious how a weight-change will affect the probability of a
particular global state. Fortunately, U we run the network until it
reaches thermal equilibrium, equations 3 and 4 allow us to derive the
way in which the probability of each global state changes as a wigM
b changed:

where s,? is the binary state of the i" unit in the omglobal state and
Pb; is the probability, at thermal equilibrium, of global state a of the
network when none of the visible units are clamped (the lack of
clamping is denoted by the superscript -). Eq. 5 shows that the
effect of a weight on the log probability of a global state can be
computed from purely local information, because it only involves the
behavior of the two units that the weight connects (the second term
and jth units on together). This
is just the probability of finding the ith
makes it easy to manipulate the drobabillties of global states
provided the desired probabilities are known (see Hinton 6
Sejnowski, 1963a for details).
Unfortunately,it is normally unreasonable to expect the environment
or a teacher to specify the required probabilities of entire global
states of the network. The task that the network must perform is
defined in terms of the states of the visible units, and so the
environment or teacher only has direct access to the states of these
units. The difficult learning problem is to decide how to use the
hidden units to help achieve the required behavior of the visible
units. A learning rule which assumes that the network is instructed
from outside how to use rN of its units is of limited interest because it
evades the main problem which is to discover appropriate
representationsfor a given task among the hidden units.
In statistlcal terms, there are many kinds of statistical structure
implkit in a large ensemble of environmentalvectors. The separate
probability of each visible unit being active is the firsborder structure
and can be captured by the threshokls of the visible units. The v 1 / 2
pairnise carrelalions between the r visible units constitute the
second-order structure and this can be captured by the weights
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between pain d units. All 8tructum higher than 8scond.order
t be captured by pairwi8e wighta between thr.visible unlta. A
dmp& exunpk may help to clarify this crucial point.
m

Supposethat the enaembh conalsta of the vectors: (1 1 O), (1 0 I), (0
1 1). (0 0 O), each with a probability of 0.25. There b clearly soma
dructure here becauw four of the eight possible &bit vectors never
occur. Howewr, the dructure is entirely third.order. The first-order
probabilities are all 0.5, and the sscond.order correlations are all 0,
if wa cconsMer only these statistlu, this ensemble is
indistinguishable from the ensemble in which all eight vectors occur
equiprobabty.

0f Weights SO that when the network is running freely the patterns o l
activity that occur over the visible units aru the same os they would
be ifthe environment was clamping them. The number of Units in
the network and their inter.connscUvity dufine a space of possible
models of the environment, and any particular set of weights defines
a Particular model within this space. The loarning problem is to find
a combination of weights that gives a good model, given the
limitations imposed by the architecture of the network and the way it
runs.

w

The Widrow-Hoff rule w perceptron convergence procedure
( R m b l a t t , 1981) b a learning rule which is designed to capture
second-order structure and it therefore fails on the example jud
giwn. If the first two Mts are treated as an input and the last bit is
treated as the required output, the ensemble corresponds to the
function "exclusive-or" which is one of the examples used by Minsky
and P a m (1969) to show the strong limitations of one-layer
perceptrons. The Widrow-Hoff rule can do easy learning, but it
cannot do the kind of hard learning that involves deciding how to
we extra units whose behavior is not directly specified by the task.
It is tempting to thlnk that networks with paimise connections can
never capture higher than second-order statistics. There is one
sense in which this is true, and another in which it is false. By
introducing extra units which are not part of the definition of the
original ensemble, it h possible to express the third-order structure
of the original ensemble in the second-order structure of the larger
set of units. In the example given above, we can add a fourth
component to get the ensemble ( (1 1 0 I), (1 0 1 O), (0 1 1 O), (0 0 0
0) ) and it is now possibleto use the thresholds and weights between
all four units to express the third.order structure in the first three
components. A more familiar way of saying this is that we introduce
an extra "feature detector" which in this example detects the case
when the first two units are both on. We can then make each of the
first two units excite the third unit, and U8e strong inhibition from the
feature detector to over-rule this excitation when both of the first two
units are on. The difficult problem in introducing the extra unit was
deciding when it should be on and when it should be off deciding
what feature it should detect.
One way of thinking about the higher-order structure of an ensemble
of environmental vectors is that it implicitly specifies good sets of
underlying features that can be used to model the structure of the
environment. In common-sense terms, the weights in the network
should be chosen so that the hidden units represent significant
underlying features that bear strong, regular relationships lo each
other and to the states of the visible units. The hard learning
problem is to figure out what these leatures are, i.e. to find a set of
weights which turn the hidden units into useful feature detectors that
explicitly represent properties of the envwonment which are only
implicitly present as higher-order statistics in (he ensemble of
environmental Vectors.

Maximum Likelihood Models
Another view of learning Is that the weights in the network constitute
a generative model of the environment we would liko to find a set

.-

More formally, we would like a way of finding the combination of
weights that is most likely to have produced the observed ensemble
of environmental vectors. Thb b called a "maximum likelihood"
model and there,is a large literature within statistics on maximum
likelihood estimation. The karning procedure we describe actually
has a close relationship to a method called EM which stands for
"Expsctation and Maximization" (Dsmpater, Laird, and Rubln 1976)0
EM is used by statisticians for estimating missing parameters. It
represents probability distributions by using parameters like our
weights that are exponentially related to probabilities, rather than
using probabilities themselves. The EM algorithm is closely related
to an earlier aigorithm Invented by Baum that manipulates
probabilities directly. Baum's algorithm has been wed successfully
for speech recognition (8ahl. Jelinek, and Mercer, 1983). It
estimates the parameters of a hidden Markov chain a transition
network which has a fixed structure but variable probabilities on the
arcs and variable probabilities of emitting a particular output symbol

..

as it arrives at each internal node. Given an ensemble of strings of
symbols and a lixed-topologytransition network, the algorithm finds
the combination of transition probabilities and output probabilities
that is most likely to have produced these strings (actually it only
finds a local maximum).
Maximum likelihood methods work by adjusting the parameters so as
to increase the probability that the generative model would, produce
the observed data, Baum'~algorithm and EM are able to estimnte
new values lor the probabilities (or weights) that are guaranteed to
be better than the previous values. Our aigorithm simply estimates
the gradient of the log likelihood with respect to a weight and so the
magnitude of the weight change must be decided using additional
criteria. Our algorithm, however, has the advantage that it is easy to
implement in a parallel network of neuron-likeunits.

The Boltzmann Machine learning algorithm
i f we make certain assumptions it is possible to derive a measure of
how effectively the weights in the network are being used for
modeling the structure of the environment, and it is also possible to
show how the weights should be changed to progressively improve
this measure. We assume that the environment clamps a particular
vector over the visible units and it keeps it there long enough for the
network to reach thermal equilibrium with this vector as a boundary
condition (i.e. to "interpret" it). We also m u m e (unrealistically) that
the there is no structure in the sequential order of the
environmentally clamped vectors, This means that the complete
structure of the ensemble of environmental vectors can be specified
by giving the probability, P+( V, ), of each of the 2" vectors over the v
visible units. Notice that the P+( V, ) do not depend 6n lRB weights in
the nelwork because the environment clamps the visible units.

"
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~ p u b l a r ~ w t d ~ h t r c u r b r M k l ( o c o n s U t u t e a p c w t e c t m o d d surprising feature of Eq. 7 h that it does not matter whether thr
weight is between two visible units, tyo h b h n units, or one of each.
the en-t
if it leads to exactly the srmo
d th.
The m e rule applies for the gradient of G.
p r ~ ~ & w b u t i of
o vidbk
n
vsctora when the network b running
with no unit8 bring ckmped by Ihe envlronmed. Becaufn of
Ways in which the learning algorithm can fall
th.@ochr#k behavior d (ho units, the network will wander through
8
d stam carm with no environmental input and it win
The ability to dlscover the partial derivative of G by obsewing pU+and
W o n genwatm pobabiW dbtdbutim, F( Y,), owr all 2V
p i doea not completely determine the Learning algorithm. It is a#
viaibh vscton. Thb distribution can bq compared with the
necessary to decide how much to change each weight, how long to
mvironmenW distribution, P? V, ). In general, it will not be p o W h
collect ~o~activation
statistks before changing the weight, how
toexutty match the 2venvironmentalprobaMtit(ea using the weighb
many weights to change at a time, and what temperature schedule to
use during the annealing warchsa. For very simple networksin very
mong tho v vidblo and h hiddm unit8 because there we at most
dmple environments, it b p d b l e to discover reasonable valuer, for
( v + h - l ) ( v + h ) / 2 symmetrical wights Md ( v + h ) threahdds.
those paramotem by trial and error. For more complex and
)fomver, it miry k possible to do vely well if the envkonment
htoreatlng asen, wriws difficulties a r b because it is very easy to
conWns regularities that can be expressed in the weights. An
violate the assumptions on which the mathwnatical results we bawd
infomation theoretic measure (Kullback, 1959) d the distmce
(Owthick, 1884).
bethe mvironmentaland free-runningprobabilitydistributions

b g i w by:

where P? V,) b the probability d the amstate of the visibfe units In
phase+ when their states w e determined by the environment, and
r (V,) b the correspondingprobabilityin phase' when the network
b running freely with no environmentalinput.
G b never negative and b only zero if the distributions are identical.
G b actually the distance in Wts from the free running distribution to
the environmental distribution (if we use base 2 logarithms.) it b
possible to improw the network'r model of the structure of L
to reduce O. Peter
environment by changing the weights so
Brown (personal communication) has pointed out that mlnlmizlng (3
is equivalent to maximidm the log of the likelihood of generating the
environmental probability distribution when the network is running
freely at equilibrium. To perform gradient descent in G, we need to
know how will change when a weight is changed. But changlng a
srnjle weight changes the energies of one quarter of all the global
states of the network, and it changes the prOIMMIi1IBs of &I the
states in way3 lhat depend on ell the other weights in the network, 80
minimizing G appears to be a difficult computational problem that
requiresnon4ocal information.
Fortunately, all the information that b required about the other
weights in order to change wy appropriately shows up In the
and jm unib at thermal equilibrium, In addition to
behavior of the im
performing r search for low energy states of the network, the
process of reaching thermal equilibrium ensures that the Joint
activity of any hVO units contains all the information required for
changing the weight between them in order to give the network a
better model of its environment. The joint activity implicitly encodes
information about dl the other weights in the network. Ackley,
Hinton and SejnomJd (1885) show that:

where p$ b the probability, averaged over all environmental Inputs
and measured at equilibrium, lhat the imand jm units are both on
when the network is being driven by the environment, and p i Is the
corresponding probability when the network Is free running. One

The first .difficulty la that there b nothing to prwent the barning
algorithm from genwating w l w e weighla which create such high
energy baniera that the network cannot reach equiiibrlum in lhe
allotted time. One way to ensure that the network gets close to
equilibrium b to keep the weights small. 9arak Pearlmutter
(personal communlcatlon) has s h w that the learning works much
better if, in addition to the weight changes caused by the learning,
wery weight continually decays towards a value of zero, with the
speed of the decay being proportional to the absolute magnitude of
the weight. Thii keeps the weights small and eventually leads to a
relatively stable situation in which the decay rate of a weight is
balanced by the partial derivative of O with respect to the weight.
Thls has the satisfactory property that the absolute magnitude of a
weight shows how important it is for modeling the environmental
structure.
Anolher way of ensuring that the network approaches equilibrium is
to eliminate deep, narrow minima that we often not found by the
annealing process. Derlhick (1984) has shown that this can be done
using a longer gentler annealing schedule in phase'. Thls meaw
that the network is more likely to occupy the hard4o-findminima in
phase' than in phase+ and so these minima will get filled in because
the learning rule raises the energies ol states that are occupied more
in phase' than in phase+.

An example of hard learning
A simple example which can only be solved by capturing the higher.
Order statisti~alstructure In the ensemble of input vectors is the
*shiltern problem. The visible units are divided into three groupe.
Group V, is one-dimensional array of 8 units, each of which is
clamped on or off at random with a probability of 0.3 of being on.
Group V, also contains 8 units and their states are determined by
shifting and copying the states 01 the units in group V,. The only
shifts allowed we one to the left, one to the right, or no shift. Wrap.
around b used so that when there is a right shift, the state of the
rightemoat unit in V, determines the slate of the lefbmost unit in vz.
The three possible shifts are chosen at random with WJal
probabilities Group Y, contains three units to represent the three
possible shifts, so at any one time one of them is clampeU on and the
others are clamped off.
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me problem is to learn the structure that relates the states of the
three groups, One facet of this problem is to "recognize" the shift.
i.e. to complete a partial input vector in which the states of V, and V,
are &mpd but the units in V, are left free. It is fairly easy to
why thb proMem cannot possibly be solved by just adding together a
b t of pnitwiae interactions between units in V,, V,, and V,. If yau
know that a paftkular unit in V, b on, it tells you nothing whatsoever
about what the shift k. It & onb by finding combinations of active
u n b kr V, and V, that it b possible to predict the shift. 80 tho
inWmation mquked b of al le&t third-order. This means that extra,
hidden u n L are requiredto perform the task.

The obvIoua way to recognize the shift is to have extra unih, which
detect informative features such as an active unit in V, and an active
unit MH) place to the right in V, and then support the unit V, that
mpresdnts a right shift. The empirical question b whether the
Warning algorithm is capable of turning some hidden units Into
feature detectors of this kind, fwd whether it will generate a set d
detectors that work well together rather than duplicating the same
detector. The set of weights that minimizes G defines the optimal set
of detecton but it is not at all obvious what these detectors are, nor
is it obvious that the learning algorithm is capable 'of finding a good
set.
Figure 2 shows sobe of the feature detecton that are created by the
learning algorithm. One type of detector which occurs several timm
consists of two large negative weights, one above the other, flanked
by smaller excitatory weights on each side. This is a more
discriminating detector of no-shift than simply having two positive
weights, one above the other. The learning algorithm created
multiple instances of this feature type, but they focused on different
regions in V, and V,, even though the hidden units are not
connected to each other. The oressure for the feature detectors to
be different from each other comes from the gradient of G, rather
than from the kind of lateral inhibition among the feature detecton
that is used in "competitive learning" paradigms (Rumelhart Ll
Zipser, 1985;Fukushima, 1980).

The training procedure
The training procedure alternated between two phases. In pha~e+
all the units in V,, V,, and V, were clamped into states representing a
pair of &bit vectors and their relative shift. The hidden units were
then allowed to change their states until the system approached
thermal equilibrium at a temperature of 10, The annealing schedule
is described below. After annealing the network was assumed to be
close to thermal equilibrium and it was then N n for a further 10
iterations during which time the frequency with which each pair of
connected units were both on was measured, This was repeated M
times with different clamped vectors and the co-occurrence
statistics were averaged over all 20 runs to yield an estimate, for
each connection, of
In equation 7. In phase', none of the units
were clamped and the network was annealed in the same way. The
nehvork was then run for a further 10 iterations and the co.
occurrence statistics were collected for all conne~tedpairs of units.
This was repeated 20 times and the co-occurrence statistics were
averaged to yi&d an estimate of

pi

pi.

Figure 2: This shows the weights of 20 of the 24 hidden units in the
shifter network. Each large region corresponds to a unit. Within this
region the black rectangles represent negative weights and the white
rectangles represent positive ones. The size of a rectangle
represents the magnitude of the wei~ht.The Wo rows of weiqhts at
the bottom of each unit are its coinections to the two g r i p s of
units, V, and V,. The three weights in the middle of the top row of
each unit are its connections to the three units of V, that represent
shtft-left, no.shift, and shift.right. The solitary weight at the top right
of each unit is its threshold. Each hidden unit is directly connected
to all 16 input units and all 3 output units. In this example, the
hidden units are not connected to each other. The top-left unit has
weights that are easy to understand: Its optimal stimulus is activity in
the fourth unit of v, and the filth unit of V,, and it votes for shift-right.
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~ hti,,,
. set oi 40 m m t i n g a that were wed M estimate and p;
d w a swsep, and a total of gOOO wMW wefe performed.
~ t~h t m
~ ,
m w wslpht waq incmentc)cl by J( PJ- pi). in
addim, evgfy wdght had Hs sbsolute magnltucle decreasad by
0,0006 times &a atmolute magnituds. Thh weight decay prevented
the m h w tmm bectoo large and it also helped to
-itate

MWen

units which hed predominantly nogative

or

pr&mitmitfY positive wdghtr. Such uniW spend all their time In
the
state and therefore convey no information. The phase+
and phase" sla!isIcs are identicalfor these units, and so the weight.
&cay gradually erodes thek weights until they come back to life
(unita with all mwdghb come on half the Ime).

Th. annealing xhadufe spent the f o l l ~ l n gn u m b of herations at
tho f o l l w i ~temperatures: 2@40, 2035, 2@30, 2@25, 2@W,
~ @ t b ,2@12, 2@1O, One iteration ie defined aa the number of
random probes required 80 that BBCh unit b prbbed once on
average. When it is probed, a unit use8 Its energy gap to d e i d e
which of Ib two stater to adopt using Ure stochastic decldon rule In
Eq. 3. Since each unit gets to see the most receflt states of all the
other unita, an iterationcannot be regarded as a single paralfd step.
A truly perallel asynchronous system must tolerate time delays.
Units muat decMe on thelr new states without being aware of very
recent changes in tho sthtes of other u n h . It can be shown
(Sejnowslci, Hinton, Kienker and Schumacher, 1985) that to first
order time delays act like added temperature and can'therefore be
tolerated by networlu, of th4 kind.

Conclu8lon
We have described a nsw kind of relaxation search: Networks of
symmetrically connected binary threshold units can escape from
local minima by using a stochastic decision rule. The search ts not
guaranteed to produce the optimal solution, but It is guaranteed to
produce s o l u t i o ~
with a probability that depends on how good they
are (provided it is run for long enough to approach thermal
equilibrium at a finite temperature).
At thermal equilibrium, the probdlity that two units are both actlv6
encode information about how to change the weight between them.
The joint probability must be m e w r e d in two different conditions:
when the environment is clamping the states of some units, and
when the network b free-running. The difference in the joint
probabilitiesin these two phases specifies how to change the weight
sdas to make the freemnning network Into a generative model of
the environmentalstructum.
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